Committee on Health and Welfare

Will meet at: 9:30 AM    Date: April 29, 2009

Location: Committee Room 5

Remarks:

HB 207    LEBAS    DRUGS/PRESCRIPTION    Exempts certain dispensers from the prescription monitoring program

HB 277    RITCHIE    SANITARIANS    Revises provisions relative to sanitarians

HB 466    BILLIOT    BOARDS/COMMISSIONS    Adds members to the Drug Policy Board

HB 551    MILLS    SANITARY CODE    Creates a public safety campaign and labeling program for Chinese seafood

HB 783    NOWLIN    PROPERTY/PUBLIC    Authorizes the Dept. of Health and Hospitals to lease the John J. Hainkel, Jr., Home and Rehabilitation Center

HB 806    KATZ    BOARDS/COMMISSIONS    Authorizes the Board of Nursing Facility Administrators to conduct background checks

HB 830    TUCKER (TBA)    HOSPITALS/CHARITY-NO    Establishes a board to possess, use, control, and manage the Medical Center of Louisiana at New Orleans (Subject to rule suspension)

___________________________________________
Kay Kellogg Katz
CHAIRMAN